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Business Updates
Dear client,
I hope that this newsletter finds you well and safe.
Three months have passed since the outbreak of COVID-19 in Malta and our businesses have
adapted to the changes that we had to face while also providing new services to help you in any way
to ensure that your business keeps running in an efficient way.
In the past weeks, Accounting Services Ltd assisted you in applying for Government schemes such
as the investments related to teleworking, mandatory quarantine leave, wage supplements as well as
tax deferrals, which was relevant to all businesses in any sector. It also started offering packages to
both part time and full time self-employed individuals by handling all their personal administration
needs such as bookkeeping and VAT returns. Meanwhile, Fairwinds Management Limited came up
with an employee voluntary salary reduction plan, providing solutions to businesses that were facing
and are still facing financial instability. As a Group of Companies, we do our outmoust to adapt by
being flexible according to the situations we face while still being focused, dedicated and committed
to bring your needs ahead of our companies’ needs.
On a company’s level, the situation that COVID-19 has brought on us was also a learning curve on
how to adapt to new scenarios while keeping the health of our employees top priority – teleworking
measures have been taken, leading to a new way of team meetings that had to be done online,
meeting clients virtually, while also postponing/cancelling some of the activities that we had planned
for the team but couldn’t be carried out due to social distancing measures.
Moving forward, July will be another milestone for our two major companies, Fairwinds Management
Limited and Accounting Services Ltd, as it will be their 7th year since they have been both
established in 2013.
Sincerely,
Dr Adrian Sciberras, FCCA, MIA, CPA, LL.B.(Hons)(Melit.), M. Adv (Melit.)
Chairman, Business Concept International plc

Upcoming Deadline
30th June
Personal Income Tax Return
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Office activities
5th March - Pasta day at the office

14th April - A COVID-19 care package was sent to all our employees

15th April -Virtual Staff meeting
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Recent blog posts
Click on the links below to read more
Put your mind at rest through legal advice
Seeing your organisation from a different lens
How can business experts help you?
Bookkeeping to run your business

Testimonial about Fairwinds Management Limited
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Thank you for reading!

Contact Us
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